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ABSTRACT

Resting-state functional MRI (rs fMRI) is widely used to non-invasively study human brain networks. Network functional connectivity is estimated by calculating the standard correlation between blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signals in specific regions of interests (ROIs). However, standard correlation fails to characterize the causality and the direction of information flow between regions, which are important factors in characterizing a network. Here, we use causal linear time-invariant models, with the impulse response duration estimated by Information Criteria, to describe the effective connectivity between ROIs. To do so, we replace the standard correlation between BOLD signals with a correlation between a BOLD signal and a prediction via the model of that BOLD signal. Prediction correlation is then used in a network analysis similar to that used with standard correlation. Our results include the causality information, the direction of information flow, and the possibility of delays in information flow. This approach replicates the local and distributed network architecture of the human brain previously observed with standard correlations, as well as providing novel insight into the directed interactivity of regions comprising these networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The human brain is a complex network comprising many interacting regions. Substantial progress has been made in delineating large-scale functional brain networks using rs fMRI data [1–4]. One fruitful approach has been to examine the correlations among pairs of BOLD timeseries in a priori determined ROIs and use the correlations to compute interacting networks [5, 6]. However, the direction of information flow (unidirectional or bidirectional between a pair of ROIs) and the causality of information flow are not completely contained in the standard correlation matrices even though direction and causality are believed to be important aspects of functional brain networks.

In order to capture at least some information related to the direction of information flow and the causality of information flow, the replacement of the correlation between two BOLD signals by a correlation between the first BOLD signal and a prediction of the first signal from the second signal is proposed. Unlike the standard correlation, this prediction correlation is asymmetrical in the two signals and so includes some information about directionality. Furthermore, because the prediction can depend on delayed values of the BOLD signal, information from all lags is optimally (by a prediction criteria) combined into a single number rather than computing standard correlations at each of the different lags with no obvious way to combine the information. If only the present value of the BOLD signal on which the prediction is based is used, the prediction correlation used in this paper is identical to the standard correlation. With this approach, we successfully replicate prior characterizations [3] of the modular organization of the human brain. Additionally, we determine patterns of directed network interactivity. Details of the method are described in three stages in Section 2.2.

2. METHODS

2.1. Participants, data preprocessing and terminology

A cohort containing $N_s = 132$ subjects aged 25-30 years (mean age $= 26.8 \pm 1.65$ years, 73 women) was extracted from the 1000 Functional Connectomes Project (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/fcon_1000/) [7].

The MRI scans were performed with a range of TR values in the interval $1–3$ s (mean $\pm$ standard deviation of $2.3 \pm 0.4s$). Measured in terms of the number of TR periods, the total scan duration $N_x$ was in the interval $\{119, \ldots, 295\}$ (mean $\pm$ standard deviation of $167.5 \pm 41.7$). The whole brain data was preprocessed [8], linearly detrended and band-pass filtered (retaining signal between 0.001 and 0.1 Hz), and motion scrubbed [9] with the threshold set to 0.2. The preprocessed rs fMRI BOLD signals were extracted from $N_{ROI} = 264$ spherical ROIs each with a 10mm diameter.
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2.2. Determination of the network

2.2.1. Stage 1: Causal linear model of information flow

In the first stage, all ordered pairs of ROIs in each subject are considered with the exception of pairs that are closer than a distance $r_0$ ($r_0 = 20$ mm in our calculations). Let $x_i$ denote the BOLD signal at the $i$th ROI (abbr. the $i$th signal), and $x_j$ denote the BOLD signal at the $j$th ROI (abbr. the $j$th signal). For the ordered pair of signals $(x_i, x_j)$, $x_j$ is predicted from $x_i$ by computing a linear time-invariant causal dynamic model with $x_i$ as the input and the prediction of $x_j$ as the output. The prediction is denoted by $\hat{x}_{ji}$. Because both the ordered pair $(x_i, x_j)$ and the ordered pair $(x_j, x_i)$ are considered, there are two linear systems connecting ROIs $i$ and $j$. Properties of this dynamic model include: (a) the system can be described by an impulse response, denoted $h_{ji}$, since it is linear and time-invariant; (b) the first potentially non-zero term in the impulse response occurs at time index 0, because the model is causal; (c) we assume that $h_{ji}$ has finite duration $N_{h_{ji}}$. Assume that $x_i$ has the finite length $N_x$. The basic approach to estimate the coefficients of $h_{ji}$ is to minimize the least squares cost $J(h_{ji}) = \sum_{n=0}^{N_x-1} (x_i[n] - x_{\hat{i}}[n])^2$. However, it is also necessary to determine the duration $N_{h_{ji}}$ of the impulse response. Therefore, we restate the least squares problem as a maximum likelihood estimation problem with a known signal variance and we replace the known signal variance by its sample variance. In the maximum likelihood framework, we can estimate $N_{h_{ji}}$ by balancing fitting of the current data (i.e., minimizing $J$), which is best done by large values of $N_{h_{ji}}$, and predicting when presented with new data, which is best done by smaller values of $N_{h_{ji}}$. In particular, we quantify the balancing by applying the Bayesian information criteria (BIC) [10]. BIC realizes this balancing goal by minimizing the sum of two terms, one term that characterizes the prediction error of the dynamic system and a second term that depends on the duration $N_{h_{ji}}$ and $N_x$:

$$
\text{BIC} = N_x \log\left(\frac{2\pi}{N_x - N_{h_{ji}}}J\right) + N_x - N_{h_{ji}} + N_{h_{ji}} \log(N_x).
$$

(1)

Joint minimization of Eqs. 1 with respect to both $h_{ji}$, which occurs only in the $J$ term, and $N_{h_{ji}}$ is our goal in Stage 1. As is often done, the integer minimization over $N_{h_{ji}}$ is computed by testing each value in a predetermined range of values. Here, we restricted the temporal window for directional influence between ROIs to less than 30 s and so consider $N_{h_{ji}}$ no larger than $[30/\text{TR}]$. Note that TR varies from subject to subject. Then, for each value of $N_{h_{ji}}$, the minimization with respect to $h_{ji}$ involves only minimizing $J$. For reasons described in the final paragraph of Section 2.2.2, we consider constrained estimation, which allows only nonnegative $h_{ji}$ values. For $N_{\text{ROI}}$ ROIs, the result of this calculation is a set of $N^2_{\text{ROI}}$ impulse responses, where pairs of ROIs closer than $r_0$ have impulse responses that are identically zero. Since the dynamical system describing how $x_i$ influences $x_j$ is separate from the dynamical system describing how $x_j$ influences $x_i$, the approach described here can lead to a directed rather than undirected graph of interactions between ROIs.

2.2.2. Stage 2: Prediction correlation ($p$-correlation)

In the second stage, all ordered pairs of ROIs are again considered with the exception of pairs that are closer than a distance $r_0$. For the $(x_i, x_j)$ ordered pair, recall that $\hat{x}_{ji}$ is the prediction of $x_j$ given $x_i$, which is the output of the dynamical system determined in Stage 1. The correlation used in this paper, denoted by $\rho_{ji}$, is the correlation between $x_j$ and $\hat{x}_{ji}$. We use “correlation” and $\rho_{ji}$ for the standard approach (i.e., the standard correlation between $x_j$ and $x_i$) and “p-correlation” and $\rho_{ji}$ for the approach proposed in this paper. This is an asymmetric definition since, in general, $\rho_{ji} \neq \rho_{ij}$. Furthermore, this definition includes lags of the $x_i$ signal since the dynamical system output at time $n$, $\hat{x}_{ji}[n]$, depends on the input at its current and previous times, i.e., $x_i[n], x_i[n-1], \ldots, x_i[n-N_{h_{ji}}+1]$. If $N_{h_{ji}} = 1$ (i.e., no lags) then $\rho_{ji}$ is the correlation between $x_j$ and $x_i$, so that $\rho_{ji} = \rho_{ij}$ and the approach of this paper exactly reduces to the standard approach.

The implications of requiring $h_{ji}[n] \geq 0$ are considered in this paragraph. Let $R_{ji}$ be the covariance of $x_j$ and $\hat{x}_{ji}$, which is related to the covariance of $x_j[n]$ and $x_i[n-m]$ (i.e., the $m$-lagged covariance of the two signals, denoted by $R_{ji}[m]$) by $R_{ji}[m] = \sum_{m=0}^{N_{h_{ji}}-1} R_{ji}[m] h_{ji}[m]$. The covariance $R_{ji}$ is also the numerator of $\rho_{ji}$. Therefore, if all the lagged covariances are positive and we require the estimated values of $h_{ji}[m]$ to be positive then we are assured of getting a nonnegative value for $R_{ji}$ and for the $p$-correlation $\rho_{ji}$. In many neuroscience problems, only positive correlations are relevant, thus the nonnegative “constrained” estimation is appropriate for such applications. Even with $h_{ji}[n] \geq 0$, it may be that the $p$-correlation is not positive because one or more of the $m$-lagged covariance values are negative. Therefore, we define the “constrained” $p$-correlation by $\rho_{ji}^c = \rho_{ji}$ if $\rho_{ji} \geq 0$, and $\rho_{ji}^c = 0$ otherwise.

2.2.3. Stage 3: Networks from $p$-correlation

The third stage applies the widely-used [3, 9, 11] Infomap graph analytical algorithm [12] to compute the graph among the ROIs as a set of interacting networks. This graph is based on a $N_{\text{ROI}} \times N_{\text{ROI}}$ matrix of connection weights. Each network shares more information within the network than it shares with other networks.

The signal-to-noise ratio in the resting-state fMRI data is low. Therefore the $\rho_{ji}$ values, which are computed in Stage 2 for each subject, are averaged over all subjects to give averaged values denoted by $\bar{\rho}_{ji}$. Then a thresholding operation is applied, specifically, the set of $\bar{\rho}_{ji}$ values over all pairs of ROIs are ordered and the top s percent of values are unaltered...
connection weights and threshold values in the second-to-last paragraph of Section 2.2. In Stage 3, the response of duration 1 equaled standard correlation as described by Ref. [3]. In Stage 2, using the importance of non-zero lags which are missing in the standard correlation approach (e.g., Ref. [3]). In Stage 1, using the lab [13] software which is available upon request.

The entire computational methodology of the above three stages is summarized in Fig. 1.

3. RESULTS

The methods described in this paper are implemented in Matlab [13] software which is available upon request.

3.1. P-correlation results

In Stage 1, using BIC we estimate the impulse response \( \hat{h}_{ij} \) and its duration \( \hat{\Delta}_{p,ij} \) for each ordered pair \((x_j, x_i)\) of ROI signals. In order to compute the sample mean of the typical duration, the durations are ranked and the mean of the lowest 80% of the ranked durations is 2.33s demonstrating the importance of non-zero lags which are missing in the standard correlation approach (e.g., Ref. [3]). In Stage 2, using the impulse responses computed in Stage 1, the predictions \( \hat{x}_{ij} \) are computed. It was verified that p-correlation with impulse response of duration 1 equaled standard correlation as described in the second-to-last paragraph of Section 2.2.2. In Stage 3, thresholding the averaged “constrained” p-correlations by the threshold values \( s \in \{2, 3, \ldots, 10\} \) percent [3] results in the connection weights \( c_{ij} \) which are shown in Fig. 2(a) for \( s = 5 \). The connection weights have a great deal of structure, e.g.,

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccccc}
\text{s} & 10 & 9 & 8 & 7 & 6 & 5 & 4 & 3 & 2 \\
\text{corr} & 18 & 19 & 20 & 22 & 24 & 27 & 31 & 43 & 67 \\
\text{p-corr} & 17 & 19 & 20 & 22 & 24 & 28 & 32 & 41 & 66 \\
\end{array}
\]

Table 1: The number of networks at different thresholds \( s \) (percent) for correlation and p-correlation.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{corr} & x_i \rightarrow x_j & x_i \leftarrow x_j & x_i \leftrightarrow x_j & x_i \neq x_j \\
\text{p-corr} & 27 & 20 & 1686 & 10 \\
\text{x_i \neq x_j} & 24 & 36 & 3 & 33174 \\
\end{array}
\]

Table 2: Comparison of the standard correlation and the p-correlation in terms of the connections computed by Infomap using p-correlation at \( s = 5 \). The entries are the number of unidirectional connections from \( x_i \) to \( x_j \) (\( x_i \rightarrow x_j \)) or from \( x_j \) to \( x_i \) (\( x_i \leftarrow x_j \)), the number of bidirectional connections between \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) (\( x_i \leftrightarrow x_j \)), and the number of no connections between \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) (\( x_i \neq x_j \)). Every pair \((x_i, x_j)\) where \( i \in \{1, \ldots, 264\} \) and \( j \in \{i + 1, \ldots, 264\} \) is considered.

3.2. Networks: stability, identity and interactions

We use the graph analysis tool Infomap-0.11.5 [14, 15] to compute a directed weighted graph of directed weighted networks based on our asymmetrical matrix of real-valued connection weights. A primary parameter in the calculation of the connection weights in Section 2.2 is the threshold \( s \) as a function of the value of \( s \), Infomap creates a variable number of networks and the number is tabulated in Table 1 as \( s \) varies between 2 and 10. In summary, the number of networks increases as the value of \( s \) decreases.

Following Ref. [3, Fig. 1], the network stability over a range of threshold \( s \in \{2, \ldots, 10\} \) using p-correlations is shown in Fig. 2(b), in which different networks are represented by different colors. Similar to Ref. [3], we note that the assignment of ROIs to networks remains relatively constant over all values of the threshold \( s \), illustrated by the constant horizontal bands in different colors. Also, networks are hierarchically refined as \( s \) rises. Table 2 contains a comparison of the standard correlation (e.g., Ref. [3]) and the p-correlation in terms of the connections computed by Infomap. At \( s = 5 \), about 2.7% of the connections that are unavoidably bidirectional when using correlation have become unidirectional when using p-correlation. The percentage of unidirectional connections, while small, is little altered by changing the value of \( s \).

In addition, we note that the maps of the networks are in a good agreement with the brain functional systems [3]. The software tool BrainViewer [16] can be used to visualize the modular architecture of the local and distributed networks. In particular, Fig. 3 illustrates the directed connectivity of the somatosensory motor network, the incoming information to this network (Fig. 3(a)), the outward flow of information from this network (Fig. 3(b)), and the neutral information flow between networks (Fig. 3(c)).

Fig. 1: Flow chart describing the computational method.

Fig. 2: Matrix of connection weights at \( s = 5 \) (Panel (a)) and the stability of networks across various thresholding criteria \( (s) \) (Panel (b)).

and the lower \( 100 - s \) percent of values are replaced by zeros. This result, denoted by \( c_{ij} \), is the matrix of connection weights that is the input to Infomap for the computation of a weighted graph. The entire computational methodology of the above three stages is summarized in Fig. 1.

Table 1: The number of networks at different thresholds \( s \) (percent) for correlation and p-correlation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>corr</th>
<th>( x_i \rightarrow x_j )</th>
<th>( x_i \leftarrow x_j )</th>
<th>( x_i \leftrightarrow x_j )</th>
<th>( x_i \neq x_j )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>corr</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1686</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-corr</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of the standard correlation and the p-correlation in terms of the connections computed by Infomap using p-correlation at \( s = 5 \). The entries are the number of unidirectional connections from \( x_i \) to \( x_j \) (\( x_i \rightarrow x_j \)) or from \( x_j \) to \( x_i \) (\( x_i \leftarrow x_j \)), the number of bidirectional connections between \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) (\( x_i \leftrightarrow x_j \)), and the number of no connections between \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) (\( x_i \neq x_j \)). Every pair \((x_i, x_j)\) where \( i \in \{1, \ldots, 264\} \) and \( j \in \{i + 1, \ldots, 264\} \) is considered.

3.2. Networks: stability, identity and interactions

We use the graph analysis tool Infomap-0.11.5 [14, 15] to compute a directed weighted graph of directed weighted networks based on our asymmetrical matrix of real-valued connection weights. A primary parameter in the calculation of the connection weights in Section 2.2 is the threshold \( s \) as a function of the value of \( s \), Infomap creates a variable number of networks and the number is tabulated in Table 1 as \( s \) varies between 2 and 10. In summary, the number of networks increases as the value of \( s \) decreases.

Following Ref. [3, Fig. 1], the network stability over a range of threshold \( s \in \{2, \ldots, 10\} \) using p-correlations is shown in Fig. 2(b), in which different networks are represented by different colors. Similar to Ref. [3], we note that the assignment of ROIs to networks remains relatively constant over all values of the threshold \( s \), illustrated by the constant horizontal bands in different colors. Also, networks are hierarchically refined as \( s \) rises. Table 2 contains a comparison of the standard correlation (e.g., Ref. [3]) and the p-correlation in terms of the connections computed by Infomap. At \( s = 5 \), about 2.7% of the connections that are unavoidably bidirectional when using correlation have become unidirectional when using p-correlation. The percentage of unidirectional connections, while small, is little altered by changing the value of \( s \).

In addition, we note that the maps of the networks are in a good agreement with the brain functional systems [3]. The software tool BrainViewer [16] can be used to visualize the modular architecture of the local and distributed networks. In particular, Fig. 3 illustrates the directed connectivity of the somatosensory motor network, the incoming information to this network (Fig. 3(a)), the outward flow of information from this network (Fig. 3(b)), and the neutral information flow between networks (Fig. 3(c)).
network (Fig. 3(c)), and the dominant structure of connections within this network (Fig. 3(b)). In order to reduce the number of visualizations, only the results for the threshold value $s = 5$ is shown.

4. DISCUSSION

This paper describes a methodology for analyzing resting-state fMRI data in terms of prespecified Regions of Interest (ROIs) using a generalization of well-established correlation ideas. The generalization, denoted by “p-correlation” (“p” for “prediction”), is to compute the correlation between the $j^{th}$ signal and an optimal linear time-invariant causal estimate of the $j^{th}$ signal based on the $i^{th}$ signal. Features of p-correlation include the ability to indicate the directionality of the interaction between two ROIs and the ability to include the possibility that the interaction would depend on the past values of the $i^{th}$ signal. This is a generalization of standard correlation ideas because, if the estimate of the $j^{th}$ signal based on the $i^{th}$ signal is restricted to use only the current value of the $i^{th}$ signal, then the p-correlation is the same as the standard correlation.

Many approaches have been introduced to assess effective connectivity of resting-state MRI data. Ref. [4] evaluated the validity of many approaches [4, Fig. 4] using simulated BOLD signals and a variety of measures of performance. The algorithms tend to have different levels of performance for different measures of performance, e.g., detection of a connection versus determination of the direction of a connection. The p-correlation approach introduced in this paper depends on causal dynamical models and so we focus on this particular aspect of previous works. Several versions of Granger causality analysis, based on multivariate vector autoregressive modeling, were tested in Ref. [4] (see also Ref. [17, p. 20]) and performed poorly. However, the key in Granger causality analysis is statistical tests to determine whether the regressor is significantly different from zero in a statistical sense and such tests are not used in our approach, which is a generalization of correlation analysis. Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM) has been used with some success to assess causal dynamics in fMRI data by relying on sophisticated models of neural dynamics. Recent developments in DCM [18] have made it unnecessary to specify the driving inputs, making the DCM approach more appropriate for the analysis of resting-state fMRI data. However, models of large-scale network interactivity observed by resting-state fMRI using 264 ROIs far exceed computational limits for a DCM analysis. In contrast, the p-correlation approach described in this paper scales similarly to a correlation approach for which hundreds of ROIs are not a challenge.

Examining spontaneous low-frequency BOLD signal fluctuations across the human brain using fMRI reveals dissociable functional-anatomic networks [1]. Recently, significant advances in identifying the brain’s intrinsic functional architecture have been made (e.g., [2, 3]). Differentiation of intrinsic networks has revealed specialized information processing modules, but directed patterns of connectivity are largely unknown. As increasing numbers of dissociable and functionally specialized intrinsic networks are identified, characterizing the flow of information between regions is increasingly important. Using the p-correlation approach, we have successfully replicated the modular architecture of the local and distributed networks previously reported using standard correlation [2, 3]. Extending these findings, for the first time we map the directed connectivity within and among these networks, revealing the regional flow of information into, within, and from them. The detailed connectivity profile of the somatosensory-motor network (Fig. 3) is largely convergent with known connectivity profiles of these regions revealed through tracer studies (e.g., [19]). While structural and functional coherence cannot be assumed, methodological convergence within the somatosensory-motor cortex offers preliminary support for this approach. Efforts to map directed network interactivity have faced significant methodological challenges. Here we introduce a novel approach, the p-correlation, to estimate effective connectivity within well-characterized large-scale functional brain networks.

Fig. 3: Interaction of somatosensory-motor network with brain cortex at $s = 5$ for p-correlation computed by BIC. The brain hemisphere is visualized from eight orthogonal directions.
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